
Installing the Vibe Deck Padding Kit 
 
With the Vibe Deck Padding Kit, your kayak will look slick, without the slip. The 5mm EVA material 
provides exceptional traction either wet or dry, and the sweet design adds flair to your already 
awesome kayak. 

The marine grade peel and stick adhesive makes for a quick and easy installation. This kit was designed 
to your model specifically so be sure you order the correct one, each kit includes pieces to cover the 
entire deck area.  
 
Things you will need include soap and water, a spray bottle with a 50% water 50% isopropyl 
rubbing alcohol, some paper towel or a rag (Optional) 3M adhesion promoter. 

Instructions: 

1. Clean up the deck of your boat with soap and water, getting the large pieces of dirt and 
grime off, if your boat is brand new you can skip this step. 
 

2. Use the alcohol mix to spray down and clean the deck thoroughly, the adhesive needs a 
nice clean surface to adhere properly. 
 

3. (Optional step) apply adhesion promoter to the deck where the pads will be going, 
follow the directions on the product. 
 

4. While letting the boat dry, lay out your deck pad pieces so you know where they will be 
placed, they only fit one way, and doing this will help you do it efficiently once the 
backing is peeled. 
 

5. One piece at a time, peel the backing and place it firmly in place, smoothing from the 
middle out to the edges as you apply even pressure. Moving from piece to piece. 
 

6. (Optional step) Giving the adhesive ample time to cure under even pressure is the best 
way to ensure that it will stay stuck. To do this, place a tarp on the deck of the boat and 
fill the tarp with water, this water will apply even pressure to the pad and the tarp will 
keep the fresh adhesive dry. Let this sit for 8-12 hours to cure the adhesive. 

No Drama. Just Adventure. 


